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Abstract: Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS) is one technique in Long Term Evolution
(LTE) that provides a broadcast bearer to deliver video content and file delivery to an unlimited number of
users. This bearer makes use of multiple cell sites to build a “single frequency network” (SFN) zone with
identical downlink transmission over part of the LTE Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
waveform.  The main  data  demand  is  INTERNET,  DVB along with Cellular Broadcasting at higher speeds.
The resulting signal is combined at the user equipment’s antenna in such a way that what is normally a
neighboring cell site contributing interference becomes the source of a useful signal, thus improving the overall
information signal to interference ratio, as well as spectral efficiency. In this paper, eMBMS technology and
architecture are presented along with estimates of achieved performance and the impact on radio network
engineering. We conclude that while eMBMS may not be an efficient solution to offer nationwide contiguous
services throughout a mobile network, it may be efficiently used across an entire metropolitan area and the
surrounding “capacity limited” rural areas when using a low radio band such as 700 MHz or 800 MHz, offering
an impressive spectral efficiency of 1.5 b/s/Hz.
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INTRODUCTION difficult terrains [10-12]. This happens for wired networks

Long Term Evolution (LTE), the fourth generation technology usually is preferred for rural connectivity.
(4G) wireless technology is being adopted  by  most of
the world’s mobile operators, provides for high capacity eMBMS Overview: eMBMS is ideally suited to
data rates which is designed to support a wide variety of simultaneously deliver any common content to a large
services and applications using both “unicast bearers,” number of users within a contiguous region of adjoining
wherein each user is assigned specific uplink and cells. This is enabled by all of these cells acting in a
downlink  radio access resources and “broadcast coordinated single frequency network (SFN) arrangement,
bearers,” wherein multiple users receive the same content i.e., transmitting identical Orthogonal Frequency Division
over shared downlink resources [1]. In LTE, MBMS Multiplexing (OFDM) signals in a time synchronized
transmissions may be performed as single-cell manner. For this reason, the radio solution for eMBMS is
transmission or as multi-cell transmission. In case of multi- known as Multicast Broadcast SFN (MBSFN) [13]. These
cell transmission, the cells and content are synchronized identical signals combine over the air in a non-coherent
to enable for the terminal to softly combine the energy manner at each of the recipient user antennas, resulting in
from multiple transmissions [2-9]. improved signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)

To provide rural communications often the challenge [7]. Thus, what is normally out-of-cell interference in
is due to mismatch between costs and demand. To create unicast becomes a useful signal component in eMBMS;
a viable business, operators must aim for low-cost it synchronizes at the physical layer as well as at the
solutions. However, the deployment and maintenance of application layer across multiple cell sites to involve in
rural communications networks can be costly due to large eMBMS service delivery, ensuring that both the OFDM
areas requiring coverage, lack of transportation and symbols and content occupied are properly synchronized

deployed along large distances. As a result, wireless
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with time. In LTE, eMBMS services are offered on a The eMBMS functions are:
timeshared basis with unicast services. Any or all of the
remaining six subframes may be allocated to eMBMS
service. The same signal that should be received to all
intended recipients in the entire coverage area, the
transmission format is chosen to successfully receive
quality over a specified coverage area.

The use of Wifi, has enabled this short range /local
area network technology for rural coverage areas. The
challenges for providing low-cost services to a low
demand  market still exist. Cognitive radio is an emerging
technology that promises to overcome the most
challenging problems of modern wireless communications,
like spectrum scarcity [12]. We realize the advantage of
802.22 technology in cognitive radio networks. To reduce
costs and increase customer population, rural wireless
networks must be deployed in large coverage areas. In
such cases, if TDD is used as in 802.22 WRAN, the
system efficiency will be seriously affected by the TDD
turn-around time, that is, the time a system must stay idle
for nearby and faraway subscribers to synchronize their
uplink transmissions. As a result, we propose an adaptive
TDD technology that effectively eliminates the
requirement for long TDD turn-around time and thus
increases the efficiency of large coverage rural networks.

Hence we propose a service model that combines
eMBMs networks in LTE along with TV broadcasting
which enables data services, allowing high speed
uplink/downlink cellular broadcast transmissions to
facilitate the growth of rural areas for connectivity [11].

Architecture
eMBMS Design: The eMBMS radio solution makes
multiple BS cell sites transmitting identically time-
synchronized OFDM symbols to an SFN. It is dependent
on 3  Generation Partnership Protocol (3GPP)rd

specifications and Internet Emerging Task Force (IETF)
[4]. The radio solution design for eMBMS is known as
Multicast Broadcast SFN (MBSFN) [10].

Fig. 1: eMBMS Architecture

eMBMS impacts several LTE and enhanced packet
core(EPC) network elements(NE).

Broadcast Multicast Service Center (BMSC). In the
bearer plane, the BMSC stores the data and bearer
plane protocols that terminate on UE for processing.
The BMSC also provides a synchronization function
to enable MBSFN transmission among the evolved
NodeB (eNBs) base stations (BS). In the control
plane, the BMSC initiates session control messages
to set up network resources.
Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS)
gateway (MBMS-GW): In the bearer plane, the
MBMS-GW sends broadcast content received from
the BMSC towards the radio access network (RAN),
i.e., eNBs using the Internet Protocol (IP) and
multicast  transport.  In  the  control plane, the
MBMS-GW relay sessions control messages to the
mobility management entity (MME), creating IP
multicast group associations to eNBs.
Mobility management entity (MME): In the control
plane, the MME relays session control messages
toward multi-cell/multicast coordination entities
(MCEs). The MME does not participate in the bearer
plane.
Multi-cell/multicast coordination entity (MCE): In the
control plane, the MCE relays session control
messages to eNBs, performs admission control on
eMBMS sessions and assigns uniform radio
resources among MBSFN cells to ensure MBSFN
operation. The MCE does not participate in the
bearer plane.
eNB: In the bearer plane, eNBs receive broadcast
content from the MBMS-GW and transmit over the
air. In the control plane, eNBs set up radio resources
assigned by the MCE and convey session resources
to UEs via over-the-air control channels such as
system information blocks (SIBs) and multicast
control channel (MCCHs).
Transport: The transport network supports the bearer
plane in building appropriate IP multicast trees from
the eNBs that join the IP multicast group towards the
source (i.e., MBMS-GW) and forwards broadcast
content from the MBMS-GW to eNBs which
participate in the multicast group.
UE: The user equipment discovers application layer
protocols to the desired eMBMS service identifiers
and then uses SIB information to determine the
corresponding physical layer parameters for the
broadcast transmission. The selected eMBMS radio
interface is then terminated at the UE recovery
protocols.
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The UE is informed about which subframes are The ideal hexagon surrounds its boundaries starting
assigned to the eMBMS via a broadcast channel and the from the outer ring to the inner SFN node to enable
allocation can be changed dynamically at specified maximum bandwidth within the Center(originating) SFN
intervals. An eMBMS subframe consists of two slots with node.
four to five eMBMS OFDM symbols in the first slot and Now for the non-ideal conditions the same scenario
six in the second slot. Each symbol is composed of a is obtained with an exceptional “guard” time (these are
useful symbol duration of approximately 66.7 µs and is parts of CP symbols that can be used) are carrier
preceded by an “extended” cyclic prefix (CP) of aggregated to obtain an eMBMS subframe of 30
approximately 16.7 µs. The contrast to unicast subframes interfering  sectors  at  antenna heights of (15-50)m.
which consist of 14 OFDM symbols with the “normal” CP Further the guard signal can be used to enable digital
of approximately 4.7 µs. The case of eMBMS, provision dividends and make use of the signals for LTE. The
has been made for a longer CP than unicast to MBSFN areas as above operate with each zone at its
accommodate a longer guard time, thus enabling more optimal spectral bandwidth efficiency. The E-UTRAN can
SFN signals from distant eNBs to contribute to useful configure the cells that are part of SFN for transmission of
signal energy. an MBMS service. The MBMS traffic can share the same

Cognitive Radio in IEEE 802.22 WRAN: Cognitive Radio carrier. The MBMS traffic, an extended cyclic prefix is
systems will operate on the VHF/UHF TV bands i.e., from provided. In case of sub frames carrying MBMS SFN
54 MHz to 862 MHz, by utilizing unused TV channels, this data, specific reference signals are used. MBMS data is
process should not cause harmful interference affecting carried on the MBMS traffic channel (MTCH) as logical
incumbent users [15]. This encourages the use of tactical channel.
spectrum  access  that allows secondary networks to The carrier aggregated service model of adaptive
borrow unused radio spectrum from primary licensed TDD & FDD subframe enables the data broadcast
networks [2]. This is enabled making use of the following sequence to switch over to the required multiplexing
methods: sequence simultaneously. Thus an adaptive detection

Spectrum Sensing: The cognitive radio devices sense the multipexed signals are detected and pair together with
unused frequency band in primary users. each other to ensure no SINR interferences occur in time

Dynamic Spectrum: The environment that ensures aggregation over a wide set of frequencies,by enabling
dynamic sequences to select the most operable frequency LTE at 1.5 Ghz(Band 11).
band and secure the primary users. The digital dividends can enhance the guard bands

The IEEE 802.22 standard in cognitive radio allows by joining incomplete active channels to be used as
wireless broadband services serving multiple fixed broadcast signals and prevent from RF interference or
locations. The WRAN must ensure that interference noise of any kind.This allocates the spectrum for wireless
caused to all TV receivers within the TV protection services.
contour (around 150 km from the TV station) is below a
predefined threshold. Also the secure area remain small Performance Estimation: The estimates for eMBMS
(100km approximately) [13]. Regarding system efficiency, performance over the full range of likely LTE carrier
a major concern is that when TDD is used in WRANs with frequencies (from 700 MHz to 2.6 GHz), using both 15
large coverage areas [8], the long TDD turn-around time meter and 50-meter antenna heights and a building
will significantly reduce the system throughput. Hence penetration loss of 20 dB. As should be expected, the
this problem has to be overcome. lower bands and higher antenna cases perform best due

Sfn Technology Networks: The 3GPP eMBMS radio benign path losses [6]. This effect may be observed,
bearer design is enabled using ideal and non-ideal illustrating the improvement in eMBMS performance as
hexagonal cell site pattern locations which has large SFN the penetration loss allowance is reduced from 20 dB for
zones interacting with its neighbors and may be analyzed “indoor” towards 5 dB, which is often assumed for “in
as given. The superimposed signal looks like multipath to car” coverage designs for the 800 MHz band using 15
the terminal. This concept is known as Single Frequency meter and 50-meter cell sites. It is interesting to note that
Network (SFN). for  this  low  band,  the  useful range that supports a wide

carrier with the unicast traffic or be sent on a separate

with FFT window sequences above ensures that the

and occur with 5 to 10 ms. This ensures channel

to the superior received signal strength caused by more
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Fig. 2: SFN Patterns 

Fig. 3: LTE FDD downlink frame format with time
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Fig. 4: Digital Dividend in LTE

Tabe l: Estimated performance
Parameter Urban (U) Suburban (SU) RU (inner) RU (outer)
Typical cell site grid ISD (km) 1.0 2.0 3.0 15.0
eMBMS performance (b/s/Hz)
800 MHz 2.3 2.0 1.5 –
1800 MHz 1.8 1.5 1.0 –
2600 MHz 1.5 1.0 0.5 –

variety of ISD use cases (up to 1.5 bps/Hz) aligns well Adaptive  TDD  & FDD: Cognitive Radio devices
with the change in coverage limits for different sectors like configure the transmission parameters to use
urban(U), suburban(SU), rural(RU) areas. continuously changing spectra that is available. In 802.22

Hence the rural design scenario can provide technology the two main advantages no specific spectrum
satisfactory  eMBMS performances with a cellular is required and the coverage area is large. This allows
strength  coverage  of more  than  10kms.  However,  it’s customers to reduce the costs in acquiring spectrum
not critical because broadcast services could be licenses. The coverage is essential in providing an
maintained   in   this   case   using   unicast  bearers average coverage of 33km upto 100kms. 802.22 rural
utilizing the inherent spare capacity of coverage limited networks should target large service areas, for example, up
cell sites. to 100 km in a coverage radius. This means that the

The  option  of  selectively   adding   individual difference in the round-trip propagation delay between
sectors from a given cell site to a given SFN is
recommended since there are gains added for every
additional   ring  of  SFN  sectors.  Similarly,  the adoption
of “guard” sectors transmitting neither eMBMS nor
interference  during  a  subframe  used   by  a neighboring
cell site or sector for eMBMS transmissions appears to
offer an advantage compared to a direct transition
between  SFN  members  and   interference.  This
approach may result in lower interference toward
neighboring SFN areas and so the requirements for
overlapping SFN areas could be minimized leading to a
tighter packing of eMBMS transmission and reuse
pattern.

nearby and edge UE can be significant eg, if the coverage
radius is 100 km, then the difference in round-trip
propagation delay will be {2×100×10 /3×10 } = 660 × 103 8 6

s = 660 µs. This delay, when compared to the typical frame
duration of 5 to 10 ms is significant and can seriously
reduce the operation efficiency of 802.22 WRANs [5].

The  Adaptive  TDD allows the transition gap
between DL and UL subframes to be UE dependent.
Specifically, after finishing their downlink reception,
nearby UE is scheduled to start uplink transmission first
and far-away UE start uplink transmission later. While
doing so, the OFDMA symbol boundaries of all UE are
synchronized at the BS for reliable communications.
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Fig. 5: Adaptive TDD Uplink Transmission in UE 1& UE 2 syncronized at BS

Adaptive TDD is illustrated in Figure 5. When the difference between the round-trip propagation delays of nearby
UE 1 and faraway UE 2 is comparable to the OFDMA symbol duration, UE 1 is allowed to start UL transmission right after
finishing DL reception. Faraway UE 2 is scheduled to start UL transmission later such that the OFDMA symbol
boundaries of all UE are aligned at the BS. In Figure 5, at the BS, the first OFDMA symbol of UE 2 is aligned with the
fourth OFDMA symbol of UE 1.

The difference between normal TDD and adaptive TDD is that in normal TDD the BS can schedule DL and UL traffic
between four users.But in adaptive TDD the nearby users transmit UL data frames earlier than the others.

Simulation: The simulations have been conducted to evaluate the performance variations for throughput and determine
the SINR levels that may occur during the process. In large-scale and small scale broadcast networks from time to time.
The MATLAB based LTE system toolboxes enables making throughput estimations for the well-known Japanese band
LTE Band11 for 700MHz or 800 MHz and above with good spectral efficiency of 1.5 b/s/Hz. The LTE Band 11 uses
Electronic Telecom Union (ETU) propagation model framework and is simulated at ed in Transmission Diversity scheme
for transmission of cell broadcast signals at low radio bands of 750 MHz both TDD and FDD. There are two antennas
for adaptive MIMO framework based on the information that is available within the model. The correlation scheme is of
a medium scale within both TDD and FDD processes. The interference simulations for Throughput Vs SINR in TDD and
FDD duplex modes at Propagation Loss of 5db, 10db, 20 db respectively.

Fig. 6: TDD framework at 5 db Propagation Loss
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The percentage of Throughput occurring is on an average of 40% which is max of 35.53% for frame 2db sequence
among the five length frames that exist like [-2,-1,1,2].

Fig. 7: TDD framework at 10 db Propagation Loss

The percentage of Throughput occurring is on an average of 40% which is max of 35.53% for frame 2db sequence
among the five length frames that exist like [-2,-1,1,2].

Fig. 8: FDD framework at 5 db Propagation Loss

The percentage of Throughput occurring is on an average of 40% which is max of 35.56% for frame 2db sequence.
Also among the five length frames that exist like [-2,-1, 1, 2] the signal is less inclined parabolic as in TDD frame
sequences.
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The above cases determine that the SINR values EN, 300 -401
remain low up to 40% unlike the high risk factor cases of 3. Liang Y.C., 2005. System Description and Operation
80% and above. Thus TDD is more synchronous in Principles for IEEE 802.22 WRANs,
providing adaptive radio resource management http://www.ieee802.org/22.
techniques with more adaptive TDD and FDD based 4. Motorola, 2007. EMBMS Performance Evaluation,
systems that segments between data and video frames. 3GPP   TSG-RAN,    WG1    conf.   call,  R1-071975,
Thus effective  hard  and soft handovers can be pp: 23-24.
performed between FDD-LTE and TDD-LTE together. 5. Telecommunications Industry Association, 2007.
Overall, TDD-LTE offers operators a great alternative to Forward Link Only Air Interface Specification for
FDD as it has natural stability for asymmetric applications Terrestrial Mobile Multimedia Multicast, TIA-1099.
and low latency, high throughput and security make it a 6. IEEE 802.22 Wireless RAN, ¯Functional
flexible and cost-effective solution for next generation of Requirements for the 802.22 WRAN Standard, IEEE
wireless networks [14]. 802.22-05/0007r46, Oct. 2005.

CONCLUSION ¯Radio Broadcasting Systems, Digital Audio

Performance results show that eMBMs can’t be used Receivers, ETSI EN 300 401,http://www.etsi.org.
in densely populated areas because of large multiple 8. Ericsson, 2007. E-UTRA Performance Checkpoint:
cellular broadcast interactions at higher data rates within MBSFN, 3GPP TSG-RAN, WG1 conf. call, R1-071958,
similar cell sites in close proximity with each other, but is pp: 23-24.
very  productive  and efficient technology along rural 9. Coursera Yonsei University, LTE and LTE-
areas. Also the ISD remain large at low rates in the Advanced, https://www.coursera.org/learn/wireless-
“capacity limited” rural areas using specific radio bands communication-technologies/home/week/4.
of 700 MHz or 800 MHz allowing splendid spectral 10. Rural Net 802.11-Based Low-Cost Networking for
efficiency of 1.5 b/s/Hz. Similar spectral efficiency Rural India; http://www.cse.iitk.ac.in/users/braman/
performance may also be expected at higher bands such dgp.html.
as 1800 MHz or 2.6 GHz. This is, however, not necessarily 11. IEEE 802.22 Wirelesses RAN, Functional
a significant restriction because this restricted area is Requirements for the 802.22 WRAN Standard, IEEE
where unicast traffic loads are expected to be highest and 802.22-05/0007r46, 2005.
hence the area where eMBMS based traffic offload would 12. 3  Generation Partnership Project, Selection
be most welcome. Procedures for the Choice of Radio Transmission

The most notable example of a rural cognitive radio Technologies of the UMTS (UMTS 30.03 version
system is the IEEE 802.22 standard that currently is being 3.2.0).
developed, which is based on TDD, OFDMA and 13. 3  Generation Partnership Project, Multimedia
opportunistic use of VHF/UHF TV bands. The IEEE 802.22 Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS), Architecture
service model for rural communications can be used with and Functional Description, 3GPP TS 23.246,
adaptive TDD aggregated with FDD in eMBMS systems. http://www.3gpp.org/ftp/Specs/html-info/23246.htm.
Thus combining TV broadcasting with data services and 14. Yonis, A.Z., M.F.L. Abdullah and M.F. Ghanim, 2012.
SFN patterns enabled at rural networks which is the most Effective Carrier Aggregation on the LTE-Advanced
viable solution that can be executed. Systems- International Journal of Advanced Science
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